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The Application Economy—An Application for Everything

The threat landscape is constantly evolving, with attackers developing new techniques to evade detection and increase the efficacy of their attacks. In their quest, they are constantly looking for new ways to compromise endpoint devices – in today’s “App Economy,” applications simultaneously propel organizations forward and provide attackers a way in.

Corporate endpoints are interesting to criminals because of the wealth of information they store and their connection to the corporate network, which has even more valuable assets. With a single flip of a switch on the command-and-control (C2) server, all sensitive and valuable corporate information on an endpoint can be in the hands of an attacker in the blink of an eye. The price of this information can vary, from mere cents to many millions of dollars, in the cybercrime world.

As a result, attackers look for any opportunity to exploit the endpoint, and apps provide the perfect entry point. In the business world today, there is an app for practically everything. All businesses, regardless of what industry they cater to, are in the business of building software (read apps) to enable their core offerings. For example, retail, banking, insurance, healthcare, manufacturing, airlines, all use apps to transact and expand their core products and services.

Typically, when thinking of apps, all the apps on smartphones and mobile devices come to mind. However, apps are everywhere, running on desktops, within sensitive research and development (R&D) centers, and supply chain systems, as well as on ATMs, retail point of sale (POS) machines, kiosks, and healthcare stations.  

App prevalence is creating a variety of challenges to an organization’s security strategy.

Supply-chain Attacks

The App Economy is responsible for another trend in the business world today - that of rapid app development (RAD), where app vendors increasingly use Open Source Software (OSS) or third-party software components for faster time-to-market. This trend presents a new juicy target for attackers because OSS does not typically go through the same rigorous security testing that licensed software is subject to, so they will try to inject it with vulnerabilities.

Sophisticated attackers manipulate software supply chains to infiltrate even the most well-guarded networks. One of the reasons why attackers have chosen to hijack software updates is that it is getting increasingly difficult, if not impossible, to find exploitable zero-day vulnerabilities. Apps based on OSS or third-party software are highly susceptible to attacks and increase the organization’s attack surface manifold.

Supply Chain Attacks 2015-2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: There was at least one large software update supply chain attack reported every month in 2017

Kiosks—Evolution to Revolution

Another fallout of the App Economy is the use of Kiosks. Organizations in various industries are adopting self-service kiosks to increase customer reach and improve the consumer experience – all in a bid to drive the bottom line. The kiosk is now a fixture in day-to-day life – not only in banking and retail, with ATMs or point of sale (POS) machines, but also in other industries, such as healthcare, travel, apparel and fashion, food and hospitality, et al.

These kiosks are vastly increasing an organization’s attack surface, particularly as the form and function of these special devices expands, going beyond low-level routine tasks, such as dispensing, to high-level functions, such as preliminary screening of patient’s vitals before a medical appointment.

Such advanced multi-function kiosks are more connected to the corporate network and store more valuable information than ever before, so they need a significantly higher degree of protection.

User Behavior in the “Shadows”

User behavior further complicates the threat landscape, expanding the attack surface by making it harder to manage apps and endpoints. Unauthorized downloads and usage of apps on endpoints in company networks, popularly known as Shadow IT, increase the likelihood of exploits that can compromise entire networks. For instance, when a user downloads an app that is not part of the standard operating environment (SOE) of the organization, it may simplify their day-to-day tasks and increase their productivity, but it also creates an unmanaged opening for attackers. Shadow IT can be anything, such as performance speed-up utilities, registry cleaners, disk defragmenters, YouTube down loaders, miscellaneous productivity software, entertainment, gaming apps, and so on.

By 2020, a third of successful attacks experienced by enterprises will be on their shadow it resources.3

These unauthorized apps, when allowed to run, use the same privileges as that of known “approved” apps. Often these apps have critical vulnerabilities, due to insecure coding practices and a lack of patching – weaknesses attackers will gladly exploit to gain control over the app. Once the app is compromised, the attacker gains access to entire OS, which means they can move laterally, and destroy, steal, data, or hold data ransom.

Newer Money Minting Cyber Crimes

App-based threats are not limited to supply chain attacks or attacks on fixed- or multi-function devices. Ransomware, crypto miners, DDOS-botnets, advanced persistent threats (APTs), targeted attacks, and most other attack techniques end up using apps at some point in their kill chain.

Ransomware remains a significant threat that is financially motivated. Despite the commoditization of ransomware, the number of ransomware variants grew by 46% indicating that this attack type cannot be ignored.2 A meteoric crypto currency market in 2018 triggered a gold rush for cyber criminals. Detections of coin miners on endpoint computers increased by 8,500 percent in 2017, with Symantec logging 1.7 million in December of 2017 alone.2

Dynamicity of App Reputation and Protecting Vulnerable Apps

There are no guarantees that an app with a good reputation today will remain good tomorrow. Newer vulnerabilities and threats cause constant shifts in app reputation. Apps, therefore, must be constantly patched and updated using trusted channels. Some of the most widely used apps, such as Google Chrome and Adobe Reader, are also the most exploited. While all these apps and their proliferation are good for simplifying business transactions and processes, they need to be constantly monitored and secured to ensure they don’t introduce risks.

App Control—Reimagined

For security to keep pace with the rate in which apps are proliferating and the risks they pose, traditional app control must be turned on its head. The traditional, old approach of managing legacy systems in lockdown mode is no longer sufficient for the modern use cases and challenges we face today. Symantec Endpoint App Control delivers a revolutionary approach, capable of applying intelligent controls that effectively address and minimize the threats opened up by all of today’s apps and use cases.

How Symantec Endpoint App Control Works

Symantec Endpoint App Control significantly reduces the app attack surface of an organization by controlling the launch of every app or process to ensure only approved apps are allowed to run, and all unsafe or unapproved apps are blocked. Symantec Endpoint App Control enables organizations to configure a “default deny” security posture, so an app cannot be run unless it is on the allowed list. In other words, any app that is not on the allowed list is blocked; it’s denied by default.

As mentioned earlier, apps in themselves are good for simplifying business and processes, but only if the apps can be trusted. Symantec Endpoint App Control enables trust in apps, based on a variety of app attributes, allowing or blocking apps based on one or a combination of any number of static (e.g. hash, path, publisher and certificate) and dynamic (e.g. risk and reputation score) attributes.

Symantec Endpoint App Control is used in Symantec Endpoint Security Complete, as part of a layered defense strategy. Together, Symantec Endpoint Security will detect and convict every file, script or process that is malicious, while App Control will limit all apps that can run on an endpoint to only those contained on the organization’s global whitelist. The global whitelist can be based on what’s discovered, a baseline, or a gold image. Finally, App isolation and Memory Exploit Mitigation policies will be used to restrict all running apps to good behavior. Any unauthorized tampering to the operating system (OS), critical data, or other running apps will be prevented.
For more information about Symantec Endpoint App Isolation, check out this white paper to see how to apply a zero-trust model using Symantec Endpoint App Isolation.4

Top Symantec Endpoint App Control Use Cases

A typical organization runs a wide range of devices, varying from fixed-function to high-change endpoints, that each need to be appropriately protected. Symantec Endpoint App Control can protect them all:

- Fixed-function devices, such as ATMs, POS, and self-service kiosks that are mainly for customer use
- Disconnected or intermittently connected endpoints, such as endpoints in research and development (R&D) labs that contain substantial intellectual property (e.g. patents in process, test results, unique code, etc.)
- Legacy systems, such as desktops and laptops that run a combination of new and end-of-life’d apps
- High-change endpoints, such as desktops and laptops used by most users within most organizations

Depending on the device type, data sensitivity, and the desired security profile (e.g. locked down or open), Symantec Endpoint App Control can be configured to achieve different postures within the same environment. Figure 3 illustrates how different endpoints having different security posture requirements and different appetite levels for risk, all of which can be managed with Symantec Endpoint App Control.

---


---

**Figure 3:** The Top Symantec Endpoint App Control Use Cases Within an Organization—Postures & Configurations
What Sets Symantec Endpoint App Control Apart

There are a number of path-breaking features that differentiate Symantec Endpoint App Control from all other solutions on the market.

Simplified Onboarding with Journey Line

Symantec makes it easy to make the most of the solution in the shortest possible time with the product Journey Line, on the App Control Dashboard. The Journey Line significantly reduces the learning curve, guiding organizations through the essential steps required to get App Control up and running, so it can start protecting their endpoints (see Figure 4). Once a step has been performed, it is marked as complete and can be collapsed to hide it from view, helping organizations focus on what comes next.

Easy Policy Creation with Drag-and-Drop Logical View

To further simplify the involved process of policy creation, Symantec Endpoint App Control makes it easy for administrators to drag-and-drop apps across the a three-pane paradigm on the user interface (see Figure 5). The admin can slice-and-dice in this view - filtering, sorting, grouping information to generate a smaller dataset for analysis. The admin can also toggle between the logical view and the advanced view, which shows the granular attribute-based rules that power the logical view.

Smart Rules and Broad Range of Parameters for Policy Creation

The majority of the app control products available today offer only limited attributes an organization can use to create policies, namely app name, path, and hash (and maybe publisher). Fewer attributes available for rule creation means less flexibility, more rigid rules, and therefore more end-user disruption.

Also, most apps are not perfect and have one or more attributes missing, which means that an admin must have more latitude in rule creation to account for various scenarios using varied combinations of parameters. Also, using static attributes are limiting and ineffective because the app risk posture is typically dynamic, varying based on the vulnerabilities that are constantly being discovered or exploits that are continuously being crafted.

Symantec Endpoint App Control enables policy rule creation on a broad range of parameters that include app name, path, and hash, reputation, publisher, user, user group, and command line parameters (see Figure 6). Symantec Global Intelligence Network (GIN) lookup provides the latest information on the reputation of an app or file. Creating rules based on users ensures only prescribed users have access to an app, with ‘just-enough’ privileges.
Rules can be based on static app attributes, such as the ones mentioned above, which can be collected via discovery, or dynamic attributes, such as reputation, which tell admins whether the app is trending good or bad. If rules are based on dynamic attributes, an app that is allowed today may end up falling off the allowed list tomorrow because of a change in attributes. This offers enhanced security that keeps up with current conditions, as an app’s risk posture is rarely static, thanks to a variety of factors (see Figure 6).

Symantec Endpoint App Control auto-generates rules based on app risk computation (see Figure 7), further simplifying the process of allowing or blocking apps, and enabling the faster deployment of App Control throughout large organizations.

**Figure 6:** Significant reduction in attack surface with smart rules & the autoclassification of apps.

**Figure 7:** Auto-generation of App Control Rules.

Hybrid rules, based on a combination of static and dynamic app attributes, can also be created to ensure real-time protection against emerging threats.
**What-if Analysis**

Symantec Endpoint App Control policies can be enforced in “monitor only” mode to help admins understand how it will be implemented before deploying it in their production environment. Essentially, this mode allows admins to take the policy for a test drive and record the observations, without blocking anything.

This also gives admins an opportunity to perform “what-if” analysis, so they can iteratively change the policy, based how a policy impacts a group of endpoints, before ever having to apply the policy. This allows admins to use a policy for an existing device group and see what it does to very similar or completely different device group, so they can quickly and easily evaluate the suitability of the policy and make any necessary adjustments for maximum effectiveness. The “what-if” analysis is summarized in easy-to-understand, simple terms, with detailed information about all the apps that will be allowed to run, all the apps that will be blocked, and all the apps that fall in the gray list (see Figure 8).

**Simplified, Powerful Drift Management**

Drift is introduced by users downloading various apps on the endpoint that are not allowed by a policy. Drift makes endpoints prone to risk and needs to be actively managed. Failure to do so can result in undesirable apps running on endpoints that can be exploited for information or identity theft. Minimizing drift actively minimizes the gray list and helps the administrator gain tighter control of their environment. Symantec Endpoint App Control helps admins manage drift smartly and painlessly to reduce the app attack surface. With an easy drag-and-drop interface, similar to policy creation (see Figure 5), and recommendations, based on the auto-classification of which apps should be allowed to run and which need to be blocked, drift management is a breeze.

**Comprehensive Discovery and Inventory**

Symantec Endpoint App Control presents organizations with all apps and files discovered in their environment, (see Figure 9). With a robust discovery engine, App Control scans and inventories all the apps and files collected from all the endpoints in the environment. A “Discovered Items” view provides detailed information about each app and file, including the name, risk, publisher, reputation, number of devices it is seen on, and so on.
Risk Computation

Symantec Endpoint App Control computes risk for both an app and a file. The risk computation considers various attributes collected via discovery, such as vulnerabilities (CVSS), Internet or non-Internet download source, prevalence, reputation, and signature status (see Figure 6).

Flexible Policy Enforcement Modes for Different Scenarios

Apps with medium or unknown risk are allowed, based on the desired or configured risk posture of the organization. For example, if the policy is configured to allow end users to override restrictions, the end-users can run the app, and an operational event is created to record the occurrence. If the policy is configured in a strict mode, users cannot run apps that are discovered to pose a medium or unknown risk. In this scenario, apps with medium or unknown risk are treated like apps on the blocked list. App Control can be configured in three convenient modes of operation to suit the needs of the environment, the exposure of the environment to risk, and the preferred security posture (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Flexible policy enforcement modes for different scenarios

- In the “Monitor-only” mode, end users can run all apps without enforcing app control. This mode enables admins to take the App Control policy for a test-drive, so the effects of enforcing the policy are known and well understood before implemented. This helps admins minimize end-user disruption, by ensuring legitimate apps required for day-today business use are allowed. Admins can keep refining policies iteratively till a “golden mean,” between security, manageability, and end-user productivity is reached.

- In the “Enforce with Overrides” mode, end users can run apps that are neither on the allow list, nor on the block list. Users will initially be prevented from running new apps, however, they can override the block and use it. This will trigger the app to be tagged as ‘drift,’ so it can be analyzed and managed appropriately by admins. If App Isolation is enabled in combination with App Control, all drift apps will be subject to varying levels of isolation to ensure “drift” apps are restricted to good behavior.

- In the “Strict” mode, end users can only run a predefined set of apps and those that are installed via trusted updaters.

Trusted Updaters Ensure Security, Flexibility, and Overhead Reduction

Most general-purpose devices require software updates from time to time to patch vulnerabilities or roll out enhanced functionality for optimal performance. Symantec Endpoint App Control enables administrators to define trusted updaters — which can be apps, files, users, user groups — that can install or update software on the endpoints (see Figure 11). These trusted updaters are granted a fixed set of privileges, which allow them to carry out tasks that are routine or normal in the course of updating or installing new software, such as laying down new files on the file system, modifying the file system or registry, and so on.

Figure 11: Numerous trusted channels available for configuration
Trusted Updaters offer much required flexibility, allowing users to run apps without an admin’s intervention. This eliminates administrative overhead and helpdesk calls, so admins can focus on other IT concerns of strategic importance.

Case Studies—Putting App Control to Work

Case Study 1: Unauthorized and Unwanted Apps—Fixed Function Devices

George works as a security administrator at Acme Healthcare, which recently installed patient kiosks at their facility. The patients use these kiosks as a two-way channel to provide information about their current conditions and learn how to improve their health. The kiosks administer tips and behavioral strategies, including but not limited to the patient’s personal health goals. The kiosks also provide feedback about the patient’s progress in various areas, such as mobility, bladder control, mood, sleep, and so on. The kiosks run different versions of Microsoft Windows operating systems.

Acme Security Operations is fully aware that attackers can exploit the kiosks to launch script editors, calculators and browsers that can ultimately grant them access to the file system. Once an attacker has access to the kiosk system, they can install network taps, malware or malicious apps to gain access to a host of personal information, including all the information retained on the kiosks or saved on servers and other network devices. This data needs to remain private and secure, according to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)—any compromise can have costly and damaging repercussions. In addition to stealing or holding the data ransom, attackers can engage in further clandestine activities, such as man-in-the-middle attacks and denial-of-service attacks.  

George can rest easy because he pushed down a Symantec Endpoint App Control policy that allows only a predefined list of apps to run on the kiosks. Apps that are typically not used for collecting or displaying information are not allowed to run. Even if attackers gain access to the kiosk, they can’t run any incursion, exfiltration or lateral movement tools, as these unauthorized processes would not be allowed to execute.

Benefits: App Control only allows approved and authorized software to run, protecting endpoints from being compromised by dangerous and unwanted apps.

Case Study 2: Balancing User Productivity with Security—High Change Endpoints

Nancy manages the security operations for a large multinational pharmaceutical company. Most of the assets in Nancy’s network are desktops and laptops, grouped into different asset groups. Users in the Sales and Marketing group are constantly transacting business on-the-run, so they tend to download a lot of apps on their laptops.

To keep the workforce productive, Nancy has ensured policies for each asset group match the requirements and job roles of those users. To accommodate her Sales and Marketing team’s needs, she has configured the Symantec Endpoint App Control policy to be enforced with user overrides allowed. There are also situations where Nancy approves the broader use of some apps when there is a valid business justification. In this way, she ensures uninterrupted service, so nothing impedes their ability to close deals for the company, while allowing her to monitor and protect against apps that pose a danger.

Figure 12: Flexible policy enforcement modes for different scenarios

George can rest easy because he pushed down a Symantec Endpoint App Control policy that allows only a predefined list of apps to run on the kiosks. Apps that are typically not used for collecting or displaying information are not allowed to run. Even if attackers gain access to the kiosk, they can’t run any incursion, exfiltration or lateral movement tools, as these unauthorized processes would not be allowed to execute.

Benefits: App Control only allows approved and authorized software to run, protecting endpoints from being compromised by dangerous and unwanted apps.
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The “drift” introduced by apps that are not explicitly covered by a policy is presented to Nancy, with a recommendation about how they should be handled, based on the risk assessment and reputation lookup. While the recommendations are powerful, Nancy is ultimately the one who makes the decisions about what to allow and block (see Figure 13).

**Figure 13:** Drift analysis and policy tuning for high-change endpoints

**Benefits:** App Control enables smart drift management, making it easy to stay on top of suspicious apps or grayware within the company. It also supports active decision-making that reduces the uncertainty and attack surface created by new and unknown apps.

**Conclusion**

The risks posed by proliferating apps are exponentially increasing. Symantec’s comprehensive endpoint protection helps organizations harden their endpoints to reduce their attack surface and proactively defend the integrity of their resources. App Control effectively uncovers and then blocks unauthorized and unwanted apps, eliminating risks posed by supply-chain attacks and Shadow IT that exploit vulnerabilities in legitimate apps. In combination with Symantec Endpoint Security and App Isolation, App Control delivers unrivaled protection, keeping apps and endpoints safe from known and emerging threats.

To learn more about Symantec App Control, visit [https://www.symantec.com/products/endpoint](https://www.symantec.com/products/endpoint)